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)NTRODUCTION
4HE PROCESS OF EDITING A TEXT IS IN THE lRST INSTANCE AN ACT OF IMAGI
NATION !N EDITOR WHO HAS COLLECTED MATERIALS GATHERED EVIDENCE AND
COMPARED VARIANTS EVENTUALLY HAS TO DECIDE WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN WHO
WILL CARE ABOUT IT AND HOW TO PRESENT IT BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY HOW THOSE
MATERIALS RELATE TO EACH OTHER 4HE ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS ARE NOT IN
THE DOCUMENTS THAT PRESERVE VERSIONS OF THE TEXTS BUT IN THE MINDS
OF THE SCHOLARS WHO HAVE CAREFULLY STUDIED THE PHYSICAL DOCUMENTS THEIR
TEXTS AND THE VARIANT STATES OF THE TEXT THEY REPRESENT )N THIS ESSAY
) PRESENT MY WORKING DElNITIONS OF THE hTEXT OF THE DOCUMENTv THE
hVARIANT STATES OF THE TEXTv AND THE hWORKv SHOW HOW THEY RELATE TO EACH
OTHER AND HOW THEY HAVE BEEN AFFECTED BY DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES OR HOW
THEY HAVE ARISEN FROM THEM ) ALSO CONCLUDE THAT WHILE SOME CONCEPTS
MIGHT REMAIN UNCHANGED FROM THE DAYS OF PRINT OTHERS ARE FUNDAMEN
TAL ONLY TO BORNDIGITAL TEXTS
!T THE BEGINNING OF THE S *EROME -C'ANN AND $& -C+ENZIE
ALMOST SIMULTANEOUSLY BUT INDEPENDENTLY QUESTIONED THE TEXTUAL CRITICAL
ESTABLISHMENT AND ITS INTENTIONALIST VIEW OF EDITING 5P TO THAT POINT
lRST &REDSON "OWERS AND LATER ' 4HOMAS 4ANSELLE BOTH FOLLOWING77
'REG ADVOCATED COPYTEXT EDITING AND THE RECOVERY OF AUTHORIAL INTEN
TION &OR-C'ANN AND-C+ENZIE THE TEXT WAS A RESULT OF A SERIES OF PHYSI
CAL PROCESSES THAT HAD TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT AS WELL AS EXPLAINED AS
PART OF THE EDITORIAL PROCESS
7ITH THE ADVENT OF DIGITAL EDITIONS EDITORS FOUND THAT THEY COULD
INCLUDE AN AMOUNT OF INFORMATION THAT WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE IN
PRINT WHERE THE ONLY LIMITATIONS WERE TIME AND MONEY 4HE lRST ELEC
TRONIC EDITIONS +EVIN +IERNANS "EOWULF 0ETER 2OBINSONS 4HE 7IFE OF
"ATHS 0ROLOGUE ON #$2/- -URRAY -C'ILLIVRAYS "OOK OF THE $UCH
 ) WOULD LIKE TO THANK 0AUL %GGERT FOR HIS COMMENTS ON THE lRST DRAFT OF THIS PAPER
 ** -C'ANN ! #RITIQUE OF -ODERN 4EXTUAL #RITICISM #HICAGO #HICAGO 5NIVERSITY
0RESS  $&-C+ENZIE"IBLIOGRAPHY AND THE 3OCIOLOGY OF 4EXTS 4HE 0ANIZZI ,ECTURES
	 #AMBRIDGE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ESS 6ISCOMI %SSICK AND %AVES4HE "LAKE !RCHIVE -C'ANNS 4HE 2OSSETTI
!RCHIVE 0RICES 4HE 7HITMAN !RCHIVE RELY HEAVILY ON IMAGES AND PRE
SENT A SERIES OF TRANSCRIPTIONS OF DOCUMENTS %DITORS PERHAPS ENAMORED
OF THE NEWMEDIUM STOPPED EDITING AND BEGAN COMPILING VAST AMOUNTS OF
IMAGES OF DOCUMENTS WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE TRANSCRIPTIONS 4HIS DID NOT
MEAN THAT THE THEORY OF TEXTUAL EDITING HAD BEEN SET ASIDE BUT DESPITE
VARIOUS EDITORS CONSIDERING THE SUBJECT THE PRODUCTION OF CRITICAL DIGITAL
EDITIONS WAS LEFT FOR SOME OTHER OCCASION
$OCUMENTS AND TEXTS
)N LEAVING THE PRODUCTION OF CRITICAL EDITIONS FOR THE FUTURE EDITORS HAVE
FOCUSED ON THE TRANSCRIPTION OF PRIMARY TEXTUAL SOURCES AND THE PRODUC
TION OF DIGITAL SURROGATES FOR THOSE DOCUMENTS CONTAINING TEXT 4HIS HAS
LED (ANS 7ALTER 'ABLER TO DESCRIBE TEXTS AS THE FUNCTIONS OF DOCUMENTS
$IGITAL EDITIONS MUST HOWEVER IN THEIR TURN AND PRECISELY IN THEIR @OTHERNESS
DERIVE BEARINGS FROM THEIR TEXTS NATIVE TRANSMISSIONS IN THE MATERIAL MEDIUM
4HIS IS WHERE RECOGNIZING THE PRIMACY OF THE DOCUMENT n MEANING THAT TEXTS
ARE LOGICALLY ALWAYS FUNCTIONS OF THE DOCUMENTS TRANSMITTING THEM n BECOMES
ESSENTIAL )T IS EXACTLY WHERE AND WHEN THE TEXT IS AND REMAINS SEPARATE FROM
THE MATERIAL SUPPORT OF ITS TRANSMISSION THAT THE MATERIAL PARAMETERS OF THAT
SUPPORT NEED TO BE ADJUDICATED AS POTENTIAL DETERMINANTS FOR THE DIGITAL EDI
TION 4O SEE THE TEXT FUNDAMENTALLY AS A FUNCTION OF THE DOCUMENT HELPS TO RE
COGNIZE AFRESH THAT IN ALL TRANSMISSION AND ALL EDITING TEXTS ARE AND IF PROPERLY
RECOGNIZED ALWAYS HAVE BEEN CONSTRUCTS FROM DOCUMENTS
(ERE 'ABLER CHARACTERIZES THE PROCESS OF iCONSTRUCTINGw THE TEXT WHICH
HE IDENTIlES WITH THE EDITORIAL PROCESS OF CREATING A CRITICAL EDITION AND
HEDECLARES THE PRIMACYOF DOCUMENTS BEFORE OFFERING THE IDEA THAT iTEXTS ARE
FUNCTIONS OF DOCUMENTSw 4HIS IS A VERY IMPRECISE DElNITION DOCUMENTS
ARE THE MATERIAL SUPPORT FOR TEXTS AND DO NOT CAUSE TEXTS TO DO ANYTHING
/NLY A READER CAN EXTRACT MEANING FROM TEXTS EACH READER DEPENDING
 #RITICAL EDITIONS HAVE CONTINUED TO APPEAR IN PRINT 3OME OF THESE HAVE BENElTED
FROM USING DIGITAL METHODS FOR THEIR REALIZATION FOR EXAMPLE THE .ESTLE!LAND EDITION OF
THE 'REEK .EW 4ESTAMENT OR THE %DITIO #RITICA -AIOR 3EE http://www.uni-muenster.de/
INTF/Publications.html#Editio_Critica_Maior ACCESSED  3EPTEMBER  3EE ALSO & 2ICO
i4EXTO Y TEXTOS EN TIEMPOS DE CRISISw-EDIOEVO ROMANZO  	 PP  
 (7 'ABLER i4HEORIZING THE $IGITAL 3CHOLARLY %DITIONw ,ITERATURE #OMPASS 
	 PP  
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ON HIS OR HER BACKGROUND MIGHT EXTRACT MORE OR LESS MEANING OR MIGHT
COMPREHEND ONE OR VARIOUS LEVELS OF THAT MEANING/F COURSE ONE COULD
AS 0ETER 2OBINSON HAS DONE RECOGNIZE THE MERITS OF PAYING CLOSE ATTEN
TION TO DOCUMENTS WHILE HIGHLIGHTING THE DANGERS OF THE imOOD OF FAC
SIMILE EDITIONS IN DIGITAL FORMw THAT HAVE ALREADY RESULTED
%LENA 0IERAZZO ALSO GIVES GREAT WEIGHT TO DOCUMENTS AND DOCUMEN
TARY EDITIONS (ER EXPOSURE TO *ANE !USTENS DRAFT MANUSCRIPTS HAVE
GIVEN SHAPE TO HER UNDERSTANDING OF THE IMPORTANCE OF DIPLOMATIC TRAN
SCRIPTIONS(OWEVER SHE TAKES THIS UNDERSTANDING TO A NEW LEVEL IN ADVO
CATING THAT
;A= DIPLOMATIC EDITION IS A NONOBJECTIVE INTERPRETATIVE OPERATION THEN IT FOL
LOWS THAT ;IT= IS ALSO A SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY AND CAN BE JUSTIlED ON THESE GROUNDS IN
THE SAME WAY THAT A CRITICAL EDITION CAN WITH BOTH PRESENTING THE SCHOLARLY AND
COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE CHOSEN TEXTUAL PHENOMENA
&ROM THE ABOVE QUOTATION IT BECOMES CLEAR THAT 0IERAZZO HAS A PARTICULAR
AGENDA HAVING WORKED AS PART OF THE *ANE !USTENS &ICTION -ANUSCRIPTS
SHE lNDS HERSELF IN THE POSITION OF HAVING TO PROVE THAT DOCUMENTARY
EDITIONS ARE AT LEAST EQUAL TO CRITICAL EDITIONS )N THE PROCESS OF DOING
THIS SHE DElNES A
NEW TYPE OF EDITORIAL OBJECT THE DOCUMENTARY DIGITAL EDITION AS THE RECORDING
OF AS MANY FEATURES OF THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENT AS ARE CONSIDERED MEANINGFUL BY
THE EDITORS DISPLAYED IN ALL THE WAYS THE EDITORS CONSIDER USEFUL FOR THE READERS
INCLUDING ALL THE TOOLS NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE SUCH A PURPOSE
)T IS UNCLEAR WHETHER 0IERAZZO THINKS THAT THE INNOVATION CAME BEFORE
OR AFTER THE *ANE !USTENS &ICTION -ANUSCRIPTS EDITION BUT GIVEN THE
ABSENCE OF ANY OTHER EXAMPLES IN HER ARTICLE IT APPEARS SHE BELIEVES THIS
IS THE lRST EDITION IN THIS CATEGORY
 % 0IERAZZO i! 2ATIONALE OF $IGITAL $OCUMENTARY %DITIONSw ,ITERARY AND ,INGUISTIC
#OMPUTING  	 PP 
 )BIDEM P 
 *ANE !USTENS &ICTION -ANUSCRIPTS http://www.janeausten.ac.uk/index.html ACCES
SED  3EPTEMBER  4HE ASSERTION OF THE VALUE OF DOCUMENTARY EDITIONS IS BEATING
A DEAD HORSE EDITIONS HAVE DIFFERENT AIMS AND SERVE DIFFERENT PURPOSES THEY ALL PRESENT
AND ALWAYS HAVE PRESENTED	 A DEGREE OF SUBJECTIVITY #ERTAIN TYPES OF EDITION ARE NOT
INHERENTLY SUPERIOR TO OTHERS SO THERE IS NO NEED TO TRY TO iVINDICATEw ANY TYPE 4EXTUAL
SCHOLARS KNOW THIS
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4HE TEXT OF THE DOCUMENT
! DOCUMENT THAT HAS BEEN INSCRIBED WITH TEXT HAS NO FUNCTION UNLESS A
READING AGENT IS PRESENT /NCE THIS READING AGENT IS PRESENT MEANING
CAN BE EXTRACTED FROM THE TEXT PRESERVED IN THE DOCUMENT &OR MOST
COMPETENT READERS THE ACTION OF READING IS SO HABITUAL AND OCCURS SO
QUICKLY THAT THEY FAIL TO NOTICE ALL THE UNDERLYING PROCESSES THAT THEIR
EXPERIENCES BRING INTO THE EQUATION
7HAT ) CALL THE TEXT OF THE DOCUMENT IS THE TOTALITY OF THE TEXT AS
PRESERVED ON ITS PHYSICAL SUPPORT 3CHOLARS WITH EXPERIENCE WITH THE
TRANSCRIPTION OF PRIMARY SOURCES WILL IMMEDIATELY UNDERSTAND THAT
) AM REFERRING TO ALL THE MEANINGFUL MARKS ON THE PAGE MADE BY SOME
ONE WITH THE INTENTION OF COMMUNICATING SOMETHING 4HE MEANINGFUL
INTENTIONAL MARKS THAT ARE NOT SCRIPT THAT IS THAT DO NOT CONTRIBUTE TO
THE REPRESENTATION OF WORDS OR PAUSES PUNCTUATION	 ARE INCLUDED AS
PART OF THE TEXT OF THE DOCUMENT 4O MAKE IT REALLY CLEAR ANY INDICA
TIONS AS TO WHICH TEXT MIGHT BE CONSIDERED ERASED OR WHAT NEEDS TO BE
INCLUDED MARKS THAT SUGGEST A CHANGE IN ORDER OR ANY OTHER MEANINGFUL
SIGNS ON THE PAGE ARE PART OF THIS TEXT OF THE DOCUMENT 4HUS THE PHRASE
THE iTEXT OF THE DOCUMENTw REFERS TO THE COMPLETE SEQUENCE OF MARKS
PRESENT IN THE DOCUMENT INDEPENDENTLY OF WHETHER THESE REPRESENT A
COMPLETE MEANINGFUL TEXT IN ITSELF 4HAT IS THE READER SEES A SEQUENCE
OF LETTERS OCCURRING IN VARIOUS PLACES IN RELATION TO EACH OTHER PERHAPS
BETWEEN THE LINES OR WITHIN THE MARGINS	 AND CARRYING VARIOUS MARKINGS
PERHAPS UNDERDOTTINGS OR STRIKETHROUGHS	
4HE TEXTS	 IN A DOCUMENT THE VARIANT STATES OF THE TEXT
4HE TEXT OF THE DOCUMENT AS DESCRIBED ABOVE CAN BE INTERPRETED TO
MEAN MORE THAN JUST ONE VARIANT TEXT )N THIS WAY A SINGLE DOCUMENT
CONTAINS TWO OR MORE VARIANT STATES ) HAVE STATED ELSEWHERE THAT
 4HIS AGENT COULD BE HUMAN OR MACHINE &OR THE PURPOSES OF THE LATTER THE TEXT
SHOULD HAVE TO BE ENCODED TO BE READ &OR THE PURPOSES OF THIS ESSAY WHEN ) REFER TO A
READING AGENT ) AM TALKING ABOUT A PERSON WHO BOTH HAS A HIGHLEVEL UNDERSTANDING OF
THE LANGUAGE OF THE TEXT AND WHO HAS REACHED AN ADULT LEVEL OF READING COMPREHENSION
3UCH A PERSON ) CALL A COMPETENT READER
! DOCUMENT CAN PRESENT MARKS THAT ARE THE RESULT OF ACCIDENTS INK SPLATTERS STAINS	
OR EXPOSURE DUST	 4HESE UNINTENTIONAL MARKS ARE NOT PART OF THE TEXT OF THE DOCUMENT
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4HE READER UNDERSTANDS THE MARKS PRESENT IN THE TEXT OF THE DOCUMENT AS MEA
NINGFUL AND CONSTRUCTS ONE ORMORE SPECIlC SENSES FROM THEM7HEREMORE THAN
ONE SENSE CAN BE CONSTRUCTED FROM THE TEXT OF THE DOCUMENT ) REFER TO THESE
AS THE iVARIANT STATES OF THE TEXTw OR AS THE CONSTRUCTED TEXTS ) DELIBERATELY AVOID
THE USE OF THE PHRASE THE iTEXT OF THE WORKw AS THIS IS A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT
CONCEPT THAT REFERS SPECIlCALLY TO AN ABSTRACT CONCEPT OF iTHE WORKw
3O IN THE PROCESS OF INTERPRETING THE MARKS ON THE DOCUMENT OFTEN WITH
OUT EVEN REALIZING IT A READER CAN ABSTRACT SEVERAL VARIANT STATES OF THE TEXT
FROM A SINGLE DOCUMENT 4HIS ACT OF ABSTRACTION AS ) EXPLAINED BEFORE
BECOMES MUCH CLEARER WHEN ONE IS IN THE PROCESS OF TRANSCRIBING A TEXT
4HIS IS DUE TO THE DIFFERENCE IN NATURE AS WELL AS IN SPEED THAT TRANSCRIP
TION ENTAILS 4O SYNTHESIZE THE TEXT OF THE DOCUMENT IS MADE UP OF THE
MEANINGFUL MARKS ON THE PAGE 4HE VARIANT STATES OF THE TEXT ARE EXTRAPO
LATED BY AN INDIVIDUAL A READER	 WHO CONSCIOUSLY OR UNCONSCIOUSLY
MAKES DECISIONS ABOUT HOW TO INTERPRET THE TEXT OF THE DOCUMENT
7HAT IS A WORK
7HILE WRITING ON THE $IVINE #OMEDYS ENCODING SYSTEM ) STATED THAT
) NEVER USED THE PHRASE THE iTEXT OF THE WORKw BECAUSE ) MIGHT ONLY USE
THAT CONCEPT IN REFERENCE TO THE ABSTRACT SOME MIGHT CALL IDEAL	 CONCEPT
OF THE WORK A CONCEPT LINKED TO IDEAS EXPRESSED ONMORE THAN ONE OCCA
SION BY 4ANSELLE
) OWE A GREAT DEBT TO 4ANSELLES WRITINGS AND HIS TEACHING (OWEVER
THERE ARE SOME AREAS IN WHICH ) CANNOT COMPLETELY AGREE WITH HIM 4HESE
POINTS OF CONNECTION AND CONTRAST RELATE PARTICULARLY TO 4ANSELLES CON
CEPT OF WORK AS PRESENTED IN ! 2ATIONALE OF 4EXTUAL #RITICISM
%VEN THE MOST UNSOPHISTICATED READERS HAVE SOMETIMES DECIDED THAT A PARTICULAR
FORMATION OF LETTERS OR SEQUENCE OF WORDS n APPARENTLY MEANINGLESS IN THE LAN
GUAGE BEING USED OR INAPPROPRIATE IN CONTEXT n IS A iTYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORw OR A
iSLIP OF THE PENw AND IN SO DOING THEY HAVE PERHAPS FACED MORE AESTHETIC ISSUES
THAN THEY KNEW 4HEY WERE lRST OF ALL SHOWING THAT THEY WISHED TO UNDERSTAND
WHAT WAS INTENDED BY SOMEONE ELSE 4HEN THEY WERE IMPLICITLY CLAIMING THAT
THEY HAD BEEN ABLE TO LOCATE THE REAL WORK n THE REAL STATEMENT THOUGH NOT NECES
 " "ORDALEJO i4HE %NCODING 3YSTEMw IN 0RUE 3HAW ED $ANTE !LIGHIERI #OM
MEDIA ! $IGITAL %DITION "IRMINGHAM AND &LORENCE 3CHOLARLY $IGITAL %DITIONS AND
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SARILY THE REAL OR ONLY MEANING n HOVERING SOMEHOW BEHIND THE PHYSICAL TEXT
WHICH HAD SERVED AS AN OCCASIONALLY UNRELIABLE BUT ALWAYS INDISPENSABLE GUIDE
TO IT 4HEY WERE ALSO RECOGNIZING THAT WHAT THEY HAD RECOVERED OR ATTEMPTED TO
RECOVER	 WAS NOT SIMPLY SOMEONES THOUGHT BUT THE ACTUAL EXPRESSION OF THOSE
THOUGHTS n THAT WHATEVER WE TAKE THE RELATION BETWEEN THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE
TO BE	 VERBAL WORKS OR STATEMENTS ARE THOUGHTS EMPLOYING PARTICULAR ARRANGE
MENTS OF WORDS AS THEIR ULTIMATE MEDIUM
4HIS CONCEPT IS NOW RECOGNIZED WHETHER OTHER SCHOLARS ARE IN AGREE
MENT WITH IT OR NOT AS A CLASSIC ONE IN !NGLO!MERICAN TEXTUAL CRITICISM
A lELD IN WHICH CONSIDERING THE iWORKw ALWAYS LEADS TO THE DISCUSSION OF
4ANSELLES IDEAS 4HESE DISCUSSIONS CENTRE ON THE QUESTION OF THE MATERI
ALITY OF THE WORK WHICH THE ABOVE QUOTATION STATES IS NOT REALLY MATERIAL
ALTHOUGH MATERIAL TRACES ARE USED IN ITS CONSTRUCTION	 BUT RATHER THE
EXPRESSION OF SOMEONES THOUGHTS &URTHER IN IMAGINING A CORRECTION
ONE IS ATTEMPTING TO RECOVER AN EXPRESSION WHICH ONLY EXISTED BEFORE
THOSE THOUGHTS WERE EVER PUT ONTO PAPER )T IS NO WONDER THAT 4ANSELLE
HAS BEEN REFERRED TO AS AN IDEALIST $ESPITE THE CLEAR MATERIALITY OF THE
DOCUMENTS AND HIS INSISTENCE IN HIGHLIGHTING THEM AS THE ONLY TRACES LEFT
OF THE WORK THE WORK ITSELF APPEARS NOT TO HAVE ANY MATERIALITY )N THIS
SENSE FOR 4ANSELLE THE WORK IS AN ABSTRACT CONCEPT AN IDEA
) TEND TO AGREE WITH 4ANSELLES DElNITION AS ) UNDERSTAND IT BUT ) DO SO
WITH RESERVATIONS 4ANSELLE IS THINKING ABOUT WHAT COULD ONLY BE DESCRIBED
AS AUTHORIAL WORKS PROBABLY LITERARY AND MOST LIKELY POST2OMANTIC &OR
MOST POST2OMANTIC LITERATURE ONE REQUIRES ONLY A RELATIVELY SMALL LEAP
A SMALL ACT OF IMAGINATION TO LINK TEXTS AND WORKS AND TO RECOVER AUTHO
RIAL INTENTION FROM A MULTITUDE OF DOCUMENTS 4HIS ABUNDANCE OF DRAFTS
PRINTERS COPIES SEPARATE MAGAZINE PUBLICATIONS PROOFS PERSONAL DIARIES
LETTERS NOTES ETC PRESENT AN IDEAL ENVIRONMENT FOR THE POSSIBLE RESTORA
TION OF AUTHORIAL INTENTION THE EDITORIAL POSITION GENERALLY ADVOCATED BY
4ANSELLE	 )N COMPARISON PRE2OMANTIC TEXTS USUALLY PRESENT A MUCH LESS
VARIED AND RICH SET OF DOCUMENTS )T IS MY EXPERIENCE WITH PRE2OMANTIC
WORKS WHICHMAKESME FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE WITH 4ANSELLES DElNITION NOT
BECAUSE IT INVALIDATES HIS CONCEPT OF THE WORK IT DOESNT	 BUT BECAUSE IT
IMPLIES THAT THE CONCEPT MUST BE PUT TO USE IN THE RECOVERY OF AUTHORIAL
INTENTION A RECOVERY THAT IS NOT ALWAYS FEASIBLE WITH OLDER TEXTS
 '4 4ANSELLE! 2ATIONALE OF 4EXTUAL #RITICISM 0HILADELPHIA 5NIVERSITY OF 0ENNSYL
VANIA 0RESS  PP 
!LTHOUGH lNAL AUTHORIAL INTENTION COULD BE APPLIED TO ANY TEXT OF ANY TIME IT MIGHT
BE MORE EASILY CARRIED OUT WITH TH AND EARLY TH CENTURIES TEXT
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4ANSELLE TAKES THESE NOTIONS OF WORK AND DOCUMENT EVEN FARTHER TO
CREATE A CLEAR SEPARATION BETWEEN THE CONCEPTS OF THE iTEXT OF THE WORKw
AND THE iTEXTS OF DOCUMENTSw ) HAVE NEVER HAVE HAD A PARTICULAR PRO
BLEM WITH THE PHRASE THE iTEXT OF THE WORKw WHEN IT IS USED TO DESCRIBE
THE PERFECTED SEQUENCE OF WORDS THAT WERE MEANT TO BE LET US SAY$AVID
#OPPERlELD ) HAVE A PROBLEM WITH THE IDEA OF THE RECOVERABILITY OF THE
TEXTS OF THE WORK IN ALL CIRCUMSTANCES AND WITH THE IDEA THAT THIS IS AN
ADEQUATE APPROACH TO EDIT PRE2OMANTIC TEXTS "UT THIS IS THE SUBJECT
OF A DIFFERENT DISCUSSION 4HE MOST IMPORTANT CONCLUSION THAT IS DRAWN
FROM THE DICHOTOMY IS THAT THE TEXT OF ANY DOCUMENT IS DIFFERENT FROM
THE TEXT OF THE WORK AND SO BY MY OWN DElNITION EACH OF THE VARIANT
STATES OF THE TEXT IS ALSO DIFFERENT FROM THE TEXT OF THE WORK
! SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT OF MY TEXTUAL CRITICAL RESEARCH RELATES TO WORKS
WHICH ARE MUCH OLDER THAN THOSE ORDINARILY CONSIDERED BY 4ANSELLE
-OST OF THOSE WORKS ARE AUTHORIAL $ANTES $IVINE #OMEDY #HAUCERS
#ANTERBURY 4ALES "OCCACCIOS 4ESEIDA 3OME HOWEVER LIKE TH CENTURY
#ASTILIAN #ANCIONEROS DO NOT EASILY FALL INTO THAT CATEGORY )T IS NOT THAT
4ANSELLES NOTION OF WORK CEASES BEING EFFECTIVE BUT RATHER THAT THE EVI
DENCE PRESERVED IN THE EXTANT DOCUMENTS LETS US DOWN AND WOULD NEVER
ALLOW US TO PURSUE THE EVASIVE INTENTIONALITY WHICH SEEMS TO BE THE lNAL
OBJECTIVE OF THE 4ANSELLIAN SYSTEM )N THIS ) AGREE WITH 0AUL %GGERT WHEN
HE STATES THAT
3HILLINGSBURG DEVIATES FROM -C,AVERTY HERE BUT FOLLOWS HIM AND ALSO 4AN
SELLE	 ON ANOTHER LEVEL WHEN HE ARGUES THAT A WORK IS ONLY IMPLIED BY PHYSICAL
MANIFESTATIONS OF IT IT IS NOT IDENTICAL WITH ANY OF THEM 4HE READER INFERS THE
EXISTENCE OF THE WORK AND ITS TEXT OR THE VERSIONS OF IT AND THEIR TEXTS	 PERHAPS
MAKING ALLOWANCES FOR ANY ERRORS BELIEVED TO BE PRESENT 4HIS TEXT OF THE WORK
IS A @#ONCEPTUAL 4EXT SINCE IT IS NOT MATERIALLY WITNESSED HENCE THE TRADITIONAL
NEED FOR EDITORIAL ACTION TO RECOVER IT
!LTHOUGH FOR SOME TEXTS THE RECOVERY OF AUTHORIAL INTENTIONMIGHT BE POS
SIBLE DESIRABLE OR EVEN NECESSARY THE CONCEPT OF WORK CANNOT JUST BE CON
STRUCTED AS PART OF AN INTENTIONALIST AGENDA )F IT WERE CONCEIVED ONLY IN
THIS WAY THEN ITS USE WOULD BE VERY LIMITED
 4O A LESSER EXTENT ) HAVE EXPLORED OTHER TEXTUAL HISTORIES OR STUDIED THE TRANSMIS
SION OF TEXTS THAT NOT ONLY DO NOT HAVE THE BENElT OF HAVING A SINGLE AUTHOR BUT THAT
HAVE DEVELOPED DURING THE COURSE OF MANY YEARS -IDDLE %GYPTIAN TEXTS OR THE TEXT OF
THE 'REEK .EW 4ESTAMENT
 0 %GGERT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-Y BACKGROUND AND MY UNDERSTANDING OF HOW TEXTS FUNCTION INmU
ENCE THE WAY IN WHICH ) UNDERSTAND THE WORK 4HEY FORCE ME TO PHRASE
THE CONCEPT OF WORK SLIGHTLY DIFFERENTLY THE WORK IS A CONCEPTION IN THE
MIND OF AN AUTHOR AT A PARTICULAR POINT IN TIME THAT SERVES AS A MINI
MAL DENOMINATOR TO IDENTIFY ITS REMAINING PHYSICAL MANIFESTATIONS )F WE
TAKE IT IN PARTS iA CONCEPT IN THE MIND OF THE AUTHORw IS MORE AKIN TO
A GENERAL IDEA THAN TO A SERIES OF SENTENCES THAT FORM THE TOTALITY OF A
NOVEL A POEM OR ANY OTHER KIND OF TEXT 7HEN ) REFER TO iA PARTICULAR
POINT IN TIMEw ) BRING IN A TIME DIMENSION ALSO CONSIDERED BY %GGERT	
WHICH IS VERY IMPORTANT IN UNDERSTANDING THAT THE CREATIVE PROCESS IS
NOT NECESSARILY INSPIRATIONAL AND INSTANTANEOUS BUT THAT IT CAN BE THE
RESULT OF YEARS OF CRAFTING MOLDING AND RESHAPING THE STRUCTURE OF LAN
GUAGE 4HE IDEA OF THE iMINIMAL DENOMINATORw IS ESSENTIAL TO MY CON
CEPT BECAUSE IT IS WHAT MARKS THE FACT THAT THE FUNCTION OF THE WORK
IS CLASSIlCATORY IN THAT IT ALLOWS US TO RECOGNIZE DIFFERENT INSTANCES OF
ONE THING
)T MIGHT BE POSSIBLE TO ARGUE THAT AT SOME POINT THE AUTHOR THOUGHT
OF A SENTENCE AND THAT THIS WAS LATER TRANSCRIBED ONTO PAPER BUT SUCH A
SENTENCE MIGHT HAVE BEEN MODIlED LATER BY THE SAME AUTHOR AS IT CAN
OFTEN BE SEEN IN AUTHORIAL DRAFTS	 4HE CREATIVE PROCESS IN LITERATURE IS NOT
LIKELY TO BE THAT AN AUTHOR SUDDENLY CONCEIVED AN IDEA THAT STARTS WITH
THE WORDS i/F MANS lRST DISOBEDIENCEw AND CONTINUED IN ABSOLUTE
ORDER TO i4HROUGH %DEN TOOK THEIR SOLITARY WAYw )T WOULD BE LUDICROUS
TO THINK THAT AN AUTHOR IS JUST A iTRANSCRIBERw OF HIS OR HER OWN TEXT
0ERHAPS SOME OF #OLERIDGES CONTEMPORARIES BELIEVED HIS ACCOUNT OF THE
CREATION OF i+UBLA +HANw FEW READERS NOW DO
)N MY CONCEPT AS MUCH AS IN 4ANSELLES THE WORK OR EVEN BETTER FRAG
MENTS OF THE WORK ARE SOMETHING THAT CANNOT BE FOUND IN THE REALM OF
THE MATERIAL NOT BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT MATERIAL BUT BECAUSE THEIR MATE
RIALITY IS SO SUDDEN AND SO mEETING THAT WE NO LONGER HAVE THEM 4RACES
OF THE WORK EVIDENCE OF ITS EXISTENCE CAN BE FOUND IN THE DOCUMENTS AND
THE TEXTS THEY HOLD BUT THE WORK ITSELF IS NONE OF THESE INSTANCES WHILE
AT THE SAME TIME IS SOMEHOW PRESENT IN ALL OF THEM 4O SOME OBSERVERS
THIS MIGHT APPEAR AS iIDEALISMw "UT IN MY DEFINITION THE FUNCTION
OF THE CONCEPT OF WORK IS TO PERMIT THE RECOGNITION OF ITSMANIFESTATIONS IN
THE PHYSICAL WORLD THE RECOGNITION OF THE TEXTS THAT ARE MATERIAL EXPRES
 %VEN %DGAR !LLAN 0OE TOOK TO MOCKING THIS NOTION OF CREATION IN HIS ESSAY i4HE
0HILOSOPHY OF #OMPOSITIONw lRST PUBLISHED IN  4HE ESSAY IS A lCTIONAL ACCOUNT OF
THE PROCESS OF COMPOSITION OF 4HE 2AVEN WHICH HAD BEEN PUBLISHED IN 
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SIONS OF THE WORK 4HE CONCEPT OF WORK DElNED AS SERIES OF PHENO
MENA WHICH OCCURRED DURING mEETING MOMENTS IN TIME HELPS TO BUILD
THE BRIDGE FOR THAT ACT OF IMAGINATION THAT IS EDITING
4HE CONCEPT OF WORK OUTLINED ABOVE HAS SERVED ME VERY WELL AS A TEX
TUAL CRITIC AND AN EDITOR ) USE IT PARTICULARLY TO SHAPE MY UNDERSTANDING
OF TEXTUAL TRADITIONS TO MAKE DECISIONS AS TO WHICH TEXTS ARE TO BE COM
PARED WITH WHICH OTHERS AND TO REFER TO THE WORKS THAT ) AM STUDYING
"ECAUSE IN THE WORLD OF TEXTUAL TRANSMISSION OUR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF A
TEXT BEING WITNESS TO A PARTICULAR WORK IS WHAT DElNES WHETHER THAT TEXT
BELONGS OR NOT TO A TEXTUAL TRADITION
4HE LIMITS OF THE CONCEPT OF WORK
7HEN DISCUSSING MY OWN CONCEPT OF THE WORK AS A MINIMUM DENOMINA
TOR TO ESTABLISH A TEXT AS PART OF A TEXTUAL TRADITION ) STATED THAT ) DO NOT
AGREE THAT ONE MUST ALWAYS ATTEMPT IN ALL CIRCUMSTANCES TO RECOVER THE
WORK AS THE AUTHORS CONCEPT &OR MANY WORKS THE RECOVERY OF AUTHO
RIAL INTENTION IS SO UNLIKELY AS TO MAKE THE TASK SIMPLY UNWORTHY OF ANY
EFFORT )N THOSE CASES IN WHICH THE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE IS SO SCARCE SO
FAR REMOVED FROM THE AUTHOR OR AUTHORS ONE IS BETTER OFF EMPLOYING THE
CONCEPT OF THE WORK AS MINIMUM DENOMINATOR TO RELATE EXISTING DOCU
MENTS TO ONE ANOTHER IN AN ATTEMPT TO UNDERSTAND HOW THEY RELATE TO
EACH OTHER AND HOW THEY EVOLVED
4HERE ARE MANY FACTORS THAT AFFECT AN EDITION AND THE CONCEPT OF WORK
IS JUST ONE OF THEM &OR EXAMPLE FOR A CRITICAL EDITION OF THE #ANTERBURY
4ALES ) WOULD FOLLOW NEWSTEMMATIC PRINCIPLES AND BUILD A TEXT THAT IS
THE LATEST WITNESS OF THE TEXTUAL TRADITION ONE THAT CALLS ATTENTION TO
PLACES OF VARIATION AND EXPLAINS BOTH THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DIFFE
RENT WITNESSES AND THE EVOLUTION OF THE TEXT )N MY WORK FOR THE #ANT!PP
AN APPLICATION FOR MOBILE DEVICES ) HAVE A VERY DIFFERENT OBJECTIVE IN
MIND 4HE #ANT!PP REQUIRES A READING TEXT AIMED AT THE GENERAL PUBLIC
 0ETER 3HILLINGSBURG IN HIS ARTICLE i,ITERARY $OCUMENTS 4EXTS AND7ORKS 2EPRESENTED
$IGITALLYw IN THIS COLLECTION MAKES A SIMILAR POINT WHEN HE STATES THAT i&IRST REMEM
BER THAT PRINT SCHOLARLY EDITIONS ALWAYS PRODUCED NEW TEXTS SOMETIMES ACCURATE LEXICAL
REITERATIONS OF HISTORICAL TEXTS AND SOMETIMES ECLECTICALLY EDITED NEW TEXTS )N EITHER CASE
THE READING TEXT WAS A NEW TEXT NOT AN OLD ONE AND IT WAS BOLSTERED OR SURROUNDED BY
HISTORICAL INTRODUCTIONS AND AN APPARATUS OF TEXTUAL MATERIALS FROM ALTERNATIVE TEXTS
WHICH AMONG OTHER THINGS ATTEMPTED TO INDICATE WHAT WAS NEW AND WHAT WAS OLD ABOUT
THE NEWLY PRODUCED SCHOLARLY EDITED TEXTw
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BUT SPECIALLY TO UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS &OR THE #ANT!PP ) AM CREATING
A READING TEXT THAT ENHANCES THE LITERARY EXPERIENCE OF THE 4ALES 7HILE
PRODUCING EDITIONS SUCH AS THESE ) STILL HOLD THE NOTION OF THE WORK
THAT ) HAVE HIGHLIGHTED ABOVE AND WHICH HAS HELPED ME TO DECIDE FOR
EXAMPLE ABOUT CANONICITY AND EXCLUSION IN REFERENCE TO THE TALES AND
LINKS THAT SHOULD BE PART OF AN EDITION OF #HAUCERS #ANTERBURY 4ALES
7HAT IS AN EDITOR
4HE DOCUMENTCENTERED PERSPECTIVE AS CHAMPIONED BY'ABLER AND0IERAZ
ZO IN DIGITAL EDITING IS SO PERVASIVE THAT IT HAS LED SOME EDITORS TO EXALT
THE DOCUMENT AS IF EDITING NOT ONLY BEGINS WITH THE DOCUMENT BUT ENDS
WITH IT TOO
&OR 'ABLER THE EDITOR BECOMES A iFACILITATORw THAT IS A MEDIATOR AND
A GUIDE TO THE DOCUMENT 'ABLER IS SPECIlCALLY REFERRING TO COMPLEX
DRAFT MATERIALS AS HE DOES IN OTHER SECTIONS OF HIS ARTICLE	 IN WHICH CASE
THE USE OF THE WORD FACILITATOR MIGHT APPEAR LESS DISSONANT (OWEVER FOR
DOCUMENTS WHICH ARE EASILY READ BY ANY COMPETENT READER ONE HARDLY
NEEDS A FACILITATOR 4O TALK ABOUT THE EDITOR AS A FACILITATOR IS TO DIMI
NISH THE IMPORTANCE OF THE WORK EDITORS DO )T IS TRUE THAT EDITORS MIGHT
MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR SCHOLARS AND NONACADEMICS ALIKE TO READ TEXTS AND
TO UNDERSTAND THE COMPLEXITIES OF TEXTUAL TRANSMISSION BUT WHEN AN
EDITOR PRESENTS AN EDITION AFTER WORKING ON A TEXT FOR AN EXTENDED PERIOD
OF TIME AND ANALYZING IT FROM DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES HE OR SHE IS REALLY
PRESENTING A HYPOTHESIS THAT MIGHT BE THE RESULT OF YEARS OF RESEARCH
ANALYSIS AND REmECTION 4HE TERM FACILITATOR FALLS SHORT OF DESCRIBING THE
WORK THAT GOES INTO THE PRODUCTION EVEN OF THE SIMPLEST TYPE OF EDI
TION !LTHOUGH TO STUDY TEXTS PARTICULARLY WITH THE AID OF COMPUTERS WE
MIGHT HAVE TO TRANSCRIBE THEM THE lNAL OBJECTIVE OF TEXTUAL CRITICS IS TO
UNDERSTAND THE SERIES OF HISTORICAL PHENOMENA LINKED TO THE DIFFERENT
VARIANT STATES OF THE TEXT TO OFFER PRECISE ACCOUNTS OF THESE AND TO FOR
MULATE RATIONAL HYPOTHESES TO EXPLAIN THEM
(7'ABLER i4HEORIZING THE $IGITAL 3CHOLARLY %DITIONw P  4HE TERM iFACILITATORw
IS SADLY	 REPEATED BY 3IEMENS ET AL WHEN DISCUSSING THE SOCALLED SOCIAL EDITION i4OWARD
-ODELING THE 3OCIAL %DITIONw ,ITERARY AND ,INGUISTIC #OMPUTING  	 P 
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%DITING TEXTS IN THE DIGITAL AGE
-ANY COMMENTATORS ON DIGITAL EDITIONS HAVE ASSERTED THAT SCHOLARLY EDI
TIONS IN THE DIGITAL MEDIUM ARE FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT FROM THOSE OF
THE PRINT AGE 0IERAZZO STATES
)T IS THE ARGUMENT OF THIS ARTICLE THAT EDITIONS AS WE KNOW THEM FROM PRINT CUL
TURE ARE SUBSTANTIALLY DIFFERENT FROM THE ONES WE lND IN A DIGITAL MEDIUM
) ARGUE THAT INDEED WE WILL SEE FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT EDITIONS IN THE
DIGITAL AGE (OWEVER THEY WILL NOT BE DIFFERENT FROM PRINT EDITIONS FOR
THE REASONS GIVEN BY 0IERAZZO !CCORDING TO HER AND ALSO +IERNAN AND
'ABLER	 DIGITAL EDITIONS ARE DIFFERENT IN THEIR EXCLUSIVE FOCUS ON THE DOC
UMENTS WHILE LEAVING ASIDE THE PRODUCTION OF EDITED TEXTS 4HE DIGITAL
MEDIUM HAS ENABLED THIS SHIFT OF FOCUS BY BREAKING DOWN THE SPACE
RESTRICTIONS USUALLY LINKED TO THE PRODUCTION OF PRINTED EDITIONS (OW
EVER WE HAVE HAD FACSIMILE EDITIONS OFTEN WITH TRANSCRIPTIONS SOME
TIMES VERY ELABORATE	 BESIDE IMAGES SINCE THE MIDNINETEENTH CENTURY
.OTHING NEW HERE 4HE OTHER AREAS WHICH 0IERAZZO IDENTIlES AS UNIQUE
TO THE DIGITAL MEDIUM ARE THE USE OF COMPLEX COMPUTER ENCODING PAR
TICULARLY USING THE 4%) 'UIDELINES AND THE ABILITY TO RECORD MULTIPLE
PHENOMENA NAMES LOCATIONS WITHIN THE PAGE INTRICATE TRANSCRIPTIONS	
WITHIN THE ONE TRANSCRIPTION !LL THIS BEFORE CONCLUDING
0RINTED AND DIGITAL EDITIONS MAY HAVE THE SAME FUNCTION NAMELY TO MAKE A
GIVEN TEXT AVAILABLE TO AN AUDIENCE BUT THE WAY THEY HAVE TO BE PREPARED THE
KIND OF QUESTIONS THE EDITOR NEEDS TO ANSWER AND ULTIMATELY THEIR VERY NATURES
ARE SUBSTANTIALLY IF NOT ONTOLOGICALLY DIFFERENT
(ERE 0IERAZZO CONFUSES DIGITAL HUMANITIES QUESTIONS WITH TEXTUAL CRITICAL
ISSUES 0ROCESSING TEXTS USING DIGITAL METHODS REQUIRES A DIFFERENT PREPA
RATION OF THE MATERIAL BECAUSE THEY NEED TO BE CODED TO BE USED WITH
COMPUTERS 4HIS IS TRUE WHETHER THE lNAL RESULT IS A DIGITAL EDITION OR A
PRINTED EDITION 4HE QUESTIONS THAT 0IERAZZO POSES AND THAT AN EDITOR
 0IERAZZO i! 2ATIONALE OF $IGITAL $OCUMENTARY %DITIONSw P 
 + +IERNAN i$IGITAL FACSIMILES IN %DITINGw IN , "URNARD + /"RIEN /+EEFFE AND
* 5NSWORTH EDS %LECTRONIC 4EXTUAL %DITING .EW 9ORK -ODERN ,ANGUAGE !SSOCIATION
OF !MERICA 
 0IERAZZO i! 2ATIONALE OF $IGITAL $OCUMENTARY %DITIONSw P 
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NEEDS TO ANSWER HAVE TO DO WITH THE USE OF COMPUTERS AS TOOLS TO PRO
DUCE THE EDITION !GAIN THIS IS TRUE WHETHER THE lNAL EDITION GETS PRINTED
OR PUBLISHED DIGITALLY 4EXTUAL SCHOLARS HAVE ALWAYS RECORDED lNE DETAIL
WITHIN TRANSCRIPTIONS IN INTRODUCTIONS NOTES TABLES AND INDICES /NE
MAY ARGUE THAT THE 4%) SYSTEM ALLOWS THESE TO BE DONE MORE EFlCIENTLY
BUT AN INCREASE OF EFlCIENCY IS NOT A REVOLUTION
$ANIEL /$ONNELL IN PRIVATE CONVERSATION HAS STATED HOW PUZZLING
HE lNDS THE LACK OF DISCUSSION OF $IGITAL (UMANITIES SUBJECTS AT THE
CONFERENCE OF THE 3OCIETY FOR 4EXTUAL 3CHOLARSHIP 4HIS SHOULD NOT
BE SURPRISING7HEN 4ANSELLE STATES THAT PRINTED AND DIGITAL EDITIONS iARE
NOT ONTOLOGICALLY DIFFERENTw AND THAT iTHEIR CONCEPTUAL STATUS OF THE
TEXT IN EACH CASE IS IDENTICALw HE IS RIGHT THE SUBJECT HAS NOT BEEN
CHANGED BY THE METHODS WE ARE USING FOR OUR RESEARCH %VEN AMONG
TEXTUAL SCHOLARS WHO ARE VERY INVOLVED IN THE PRODUCTION OF DIGITAL EDI
TIONS THE SUBJECTS OF DISCUSSION WITHIN THE lELD ARE VERY MUCH THE SAME
AS THEY HAVE ALWAYS BEEN EITHER THEORETICAL AS THIS ARTICLE AND THE ONES
THAT ACCOMPANY IN THIS SPECIAL SECTION	 OR PRACTICAL RELATING TO THE DIF
lCULTIES PRESENTED BY PARTICULAR TEXTS DOCUMENTS AND AUTHORS	 4EX
TUAL SCHOLARS CONTINUE TO USE MORE OR LESS THE SAME METHODOLOGIES AND
APPROACHES THAT THEY HAD IN THE PAST 4HE MAIN DIFFERENCE IS HOW MUCH
EASIER SOME OF THOSE TASKS HAVE BECOME )F WE THINK FOR EXAMPLE ABOUT
COLLATION AND THE CLASSIlCATION OF VARIANTS BOTH ACTIVITIES CAN BE CAR
RIED OUT FASTER AND WITH GREATER EFlCIENCY THANKS TO THE COMPUTER BUT
AS ACTIVITIES THEY ARE NOT FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT FROM THOSE CARRIED
OUT BEFORE THE DIGITAL ERA 4HIS IS NOT TO SAY THAT NOTHING IS DIFFERENT AND
ALTHOUGH FROM A THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE WE CONTINUE TO FACE THE SAME
ISSUES THERE IS ONE ASPECT OF OUR WORK THAT IS CHANGING DUE TO THE USE
OF COMPUTERS THE STATUS OF COPYRIGHT &OR DIGITAL EDITIONS AND INDEED
ALL DIGITAL WORK TO CONTINUE AND THRIVE WE NEED TO ENCOURAGE NEW
FORMS OF LICENSING THAT LEAVE BEHIND THE NINETEENTH CENTURY NOTIONS
OF COPYRIGHT AND AUTHORSHIP !LL EDITORIAL WORK BUT ALSO NONEDITO
RIAL WORK	 SHOULD BE LICENSED UNDER THE CREATIVE COMMONS !TTRIBUTION
 UNPORTED 4HIS IS THE SINGLE DIFFERENCE AND A FUNDAMENTAL DIFFE
RENCE BETWEEN DIGITAL EDITIONS AND ITS PRINTED COUNTERPARTS 4HE FORMER
'4 4ANSELLE i&OREWORDw IN "URNARD /"RIEN /+EEFFE 5NSWORTH EDS %LECTRONIC
4EXTUAL %DITING P 
 /R A VERSION THAT SUPERSEDES THIS ONE IN THE FUTURE .OTICE THAT THIS LICENSE DOES
NOT HAVE A COMMERCIAL RESTRICTION A VERY IMPORTANT FEATURE IN A WORLD WHERE BOTH SITE
ADVERTISEMENT A SINGLE COMMERCIAL ADD IN AN OTHERWISE FREE SITE COULD BRING ABOUT LEGAL
ACTION IF THERE IS A NONCOMMERCIAL RESTRICTION IN PLACE	 AND LAWYERS ABOUND
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REQUIRE THE FREEDOM THAT CREATIVE COMMONS GRANTS FREEDOM TO REUSE
TO MODIFY TO UPCYCLE
#ONCLUSIONS
4HERE IS NO DOUBT THAT TEXTS CAN CHANGE OVER TIME AND THAT THEY INDEED
CHANGE /UR NOTION OF WHAT RELATES THEM TO A HISTORICAL EVENT OR SERIES OF
EVENTS IS INFORMED BY THE CONCEPT OF THE WORK AS PRESENTED IN THIS ARTICLE
)T IS POSSIBLE TO CREATE A WIDER RANGING CONCEPT ONE THAT WOULD ENCOMPASS
THE WORK AND ITS MANIFESTATIONS IN PHYSICAL FORM AND WOULD BE CLOSER TO
%GGERTS DElNITION OF THE WORK AS A iREGULATIVE IDEAw BUT WHICH CANNOT BE
COMPLETELY EQUATED WITH MY OWN CONCEPT OF WORK
4HIS PAPER STARTED WITH THE STATEMENT THAT THE PROCESS OF EDITING A TEXT
IS IN THE lRST INSTANCE AN ACT OF IMAGINATION )T IS AN ACT OF IMAGINATION
BECAUSE WE NEED TO BRIDGE THE GAP BETWEEN THE WORDS THAT WE SEE PHYSI
CALLY MARKED ON THE SURFACE OF THE MATERIAL DOCUMENT AND OUR IDEA OF
THE WORK AS CONCEIVED BY ONE OR MANY AUTHORS WHO WANTED TO CONVEY A
SET OF IDEAS AT A PARTICULAR POINT IN TIME 4HE ACT OF IMAGINATION OCCURS
WHEN WE LEAP FROM THE TEXT WE SEE TO THE WORK WE IMAGINE WHEN AFTER
RESEARCHING AND CAREFULLY CONSIDERING OUR OPTIONS WE CHOOSE ONE AMONG
A MULTITUDE OF VARIANT READINGS TO BE INCLUDED AS PART OF THE TEXT WE ARE
ABOUT TO PRESENT ' 4HOMAS 4ANSELLE WOULD SAY THAT WE USE OUR CRITICAL
JUDGMENT TO ACHIEVE THIS DECISION AND TRULY SOME EDITORS DO EXACTLY THIS
"UT THE ACT THAT TAKES US FROM ONE TO THE OTHER FROM THE VARIANT READINGS
TO THE EDITED TEXT IS AS MUCH THE RESULT OF CAREFUL THOUGHT AS IT IS THE RESULT
OF AN INSTINCT TRAINED BY YEARS OF STUDY IT IS A LEAP OF IMAGINATION
0ETER 3HILLINGSBURG
,ITERARY $OCUMENTS 4EXTS AND 7ORKS
2EPRESENTED $IGITALLY
4HE ADVENT OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES FOR PRESERVATION AND DISSEMINATION
OF TEXTS HAS COMPLICATED RATHER THAN REVOLUTIONIZED TEXTUAL SCHOLARSHIP
ON LITERARY TEXTS $ISPUTES ABOUT METHODS AND GOALS FOR SCHOLARLY TEX
TUAL STUDIES IN THE lELDS OF BIBLIOGRAPHY TEXTUAL CRITICISM AND SCHOLARLY
 i5PCYCLINGw REFERS TO THE ACTION OF REPURPOSING SOMETHING THAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN
WORTHLESS BEFORE TO CREATE A NEW ITEM WITH A NEW AND UNFORESEEN VALUE
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